
FAQ – Preparing the Study Plan 

 
-Can I graduate in March, if I submit the study plan (in the first or second period)? 

No. The graduation session in March is the last scheduled for the academic year preceding the one in which 

you must enrol if you want to change your study plan. If you change your study plan, you will therefore 

have to wait for the first useful session, usually scheduled for June / July. 

 

-I am not enrolled in the academic year because I planned to graduate in March, can I change my study 

plan? 

No. If you are not enrolled in an academic year, you cannot change the study plan. It is not possible to 

make changes to the study plan of the previous academic year if you do not enrol in a new course year. 

 

-Is it possible to include extra courses in the study plan? 

Yes. It is possible to select courses in addition to those foreseen by the Degree Programme (120 CFU 

Master's Degree Programmes) but only in the group of "Free-choice academic activities" and in any case 

not exceeding the maximum limit set by the Degree Programme for this group, which is indicated in the 

Course  structure diagram (teaching plan) published online. 

 

-Can I delete / replace a course chosen in the previous windows? 

 Yes. You can change the choices made in previous windows. 

 

-I have regularly paid the fees but I am unable to submit my study plan on SOL, is there any problem? 

Check the teaching plan of your degree program to verify if there are only "Compulsory training activities" 

for the academic year in which you are enrolled. In this case, you will not have to submit the study plan, 

because the courses are automatically loaded into your career and you can view them on SOL in the 

“Online  records book” section (see picture 1).  

 
-I would like to include in the study plan a course from the "Transferable skills" group but it is not 

present in the teaching plan of my Degree Programme and I cannot find it on SOL, how can I add it? 

It is possible to include in one's study plan only soft skills courses that the degree programme has judged to 

be consistent with the training plan. If the activity is not present on the teaching plan and on SOL, then it 

was not considered relevant to the training course and cannot be chosen. 

 

-I would like to include an activity from the " Transferable skills " group in the study plan but there 

are no more  places available, is it possible to add places? 

No. Due to the specificity of these courses and the teaching methods adopted, attendance is reserved for a 

limited number of students. It is not possible to add extra seats. 

 

-Can I include in the group of " Free-choice academic activities " any activity from restricted-access 

Degree Programmes? 

Yes, after the approval of your Degree Programme Board and Degree Programme to which the activity 

belongs.  



 

1. SOL: “On-line records book” 

 
 
 

2. SOL: Other elective courses 
 

 

 
3. Unibo website: “Course unit catalogue” 


